
Our House is Back

Written by Susan Hollingshead
Friday, 08 June 2007 06:42

  

This morning after our last wonderful breakfast at the Scottish B &amp;B , we said our
goodbyes to Brenda, the innkeeper, and scurried over to 
Precision Painting
to see how our Moho was doing. (As you can see the bodywork has been completed
beautifully!) Today we were getting it back to live in and because Brenda had new guests
arriving we were being displaced from the B & B. When we arrived at Precision, the coach was
nosed into a shop while the 3M shield was being applied to the front but we had full access to it.
Sam, though nervous when we left (I think she relates car rides to vet visits), was very relieved
to be returned to familiar territory and she immediately settled in. I was able to unload all our
stuff from the car and put it away in the Moho while it was parked in the shop and Rick
organized some stuff in the outside storage areas.
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http://www.scottishbb.com/
http://www.precisionpaintingrv.com/
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   This afternoon the Moho was moved to the  Travel Supreme  service yard where we can stay
in it until 6:30 AM tomorrow when it will be pulled into the shop to have the door reinstalled
correctly. With some extreme luck there will be no extra painting to be done and we can leave
tomorrow otherwise we will have to wait until Monday. Either way we are just happy to be in our
“home” at last!
  
   Providing the door doesn’t have to be replaced with a new one, we won’t have to be out of our
Moho overnight again while we are here. Tonight we are going to The Five Feathers restaurant
in Bremen with our friends Don and Dee to celebrate getting our house back and perhaps even
our last night in Indiana for a long while. Oh, how lovely would that be??
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http://www.travelsupreme.com/index.php

